
MoveMents

the main function of a watch is to tell the time. 
this can only be achieved via a mechanism inside 
the watch, otherwise known as the ‘movement’. 
But time isn’t the only thing the movement can 
produce; the movement can also operate other 
functions such as recording the date, running 
a stopwatch, setting an alarm or tracking moon 
phases.  these other operations, or functions, are 
called ‘complications’, due to the complex methods 
that go into making the mechanism. 

Below, we’ve outlined the variety of movements 
available and the benefits of each, simply find the 
one that suits your lifestyle. 

Quartz/battery 

Quartz movements offer precision and affordability to the modern market. this movement is 
powered by a battery that runs an electrical current through a quartz crystal which vibrates 32,786 
times a second. It is through this vibration that the moving parts are regulated. When it comes to 
maintenance, quartz/battery operated watches need to have their batteries changed every few years.

automatic/ self-winding

the difference between mechanical and automatic watches is how they are wound. While 
mechanical watches require regular winding by hand to power the spring, automatic watches 
work off kinetic energy. Rather than turning by hand, there is a weight attached to the mainspring 
that spins when the watch is moved, thereby tightening the spring and powering the watch. these 
watches are great for those who admire fine watch craftsmanship. the only downside is if you don’t 
wear your automatic watch for a few days they will eventually stop. If this does happen, simply 
reset the time by giving the crown a few twists to restart the movement. 

solar-powered

solar powered watches convert light into electricity via photovoltaic cells on the watches’ dial. this 
energy is then stored in the watch battery to use when light is not accessible. the benefit to these 
watches is that you need never replace the battery in your watch - as long as due care and attention 
is taken while wearing your timepiece. 

mechanical/ hand-wound

Inside each mechanical watch there is the main spring, this spring needs to be wound by hand so 
that when it is released, the stored energy will gradually flow and power the watch by spinning a 
wheel a number of times per second. When this spring has unwound the watch will stop and will 
require rewinding. this particular movement does mean that accuracy is lost, however many watch 
connoisseurs prefer the more hands-on experience that comes with a mechanical watch.


